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Teaching presence in computer conferencing learning environments: effects on interaction, 

cognition and learning uptake 

Abstract  

This exploratory study examined how the level and nature of teaching presence impacted 

two online forum discussions from three dimensions: participation and interaction, 

cognitive presence, and knowledge development via assimilating peer messages. Effects 

on participation and interaction were graphically depicted. Effects on cognitive presence 

and knowledge construction via assimilating messages were suggested via statistical 

analysis, followed by qualitative interpretations. Twenty six tertiary online learners with 

varied demographic backgrounds participated in the study for six weeks.  

The results showed that the nature of teaching presence in the study, specified to teacher 

initiation, roles of teaching presence, and means of making teaching presence, largely 

shaped the impact of teaching presence on learning. A higher level of teaching presence 

was observed to be associated with a lower level of student participation, peer 

interaction, cognitive presence, and learning uptake. Based on the results, implications 

for integrating and researching teaching presence in computer conferences were 

provided.  

Introduction  

Although the roles and responsibilities of online tutors are well documented (Berge, 2008; 

Darabi, Sikorski, & Harvey, 2006; Salmon, 2011; Swan, 2001), how tutor activities impact online 

learning is less well researched (Arbaugh & Hwang, 2006; Baran, Coreia, & Thompson, 2011). 

However, as Baran, et al. (2011) suggested, studies on online tutor roles are important as they 

provide information about factors that contribute to effective online learning and how online 

teachers might be trained and supported. The current study explored the impact of teacher 

roles on learning in two online forums, through the lens of the Community of Inquiry (CoI) 

model. As the most widely used model in computer conferencing studies (e.g. de Leng, 

Dolmans, Jöbsis, Muijtjens, & van der Vleuten, 2009; Kim, Kwon, & Cho, 2011; Murphy, 2004; P. 
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Shea & Bidjerano, 2009, 2010), the CoI model suggests that effective teacher intervention 

facilitates developing a high level of cognitive presence (Arbaugh et al., 2008; D. R. Garrison, 

2007; D. R. Garrison, Cleveland-Innes, & Fung, 2010).  

 

Cognitive presence 

Cognitive presence encompasses the activities in which participants are able to construct 

meaning through sustained communication (D. R. Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 1999). 

Cognitive presence consists of four stages, namely, triggering events, exploration, integration, 

and resolution (D. R. Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 2001). Triggering events identifies an issue 

or problem that emerges from experience. Exploration is characterised by brainstorming, 

questioning, and exchange of information. Integration assesses the applicability of ideas to the 

issue or event under discussion. Resolution implements the proposed solution or tests the 

hypothesis by means of practical application.  

 

The Community of Inquiry (CoI) framework suggests that cognitive development is more easily 

sustained when a significant degree of social presence is established because social presence 

SW┗Wﾉﾗヮゲ ﾉW;ヴﾐWヴゲげ ;┘;ヴWﾐWゲゲ ﾗa W;Iｴ ﾗデｴWヴげゲ W┝ｷゲデWﾐIW ;ﾐS IﾗﾐデヴｷH┌デｷﾗﾐゲ (Arnold & Ducate, 

2006; D. R. Garrison & Anderson, 2003; D. R. Garrison et al., 1999). Garrison (2009) argued that 

social presence reflects the ability of participants to identify with the community, communicate 

purposefully in a trusting environment and develop interpersonal relationships by way of 

projecting their individual personalities (p. 352). His assertion has been substantiated in the 

authors (2013) wherein higher levels of cognitive phases were observed to be associated with 

an optimal level of social presence which encouraged participation, positively shaped the 

dynamics of interaction, and thereby promoted collaboration.  

 

Cognitive success also depends on teaching presence and teachers must provide students with 

structure and leadership for students to engage and perform high levels of thinking and 

knowledge construction (D. R. Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005).   

Teaching presence  
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Teaching presence is the design, facilitation, and direction of cognitive and social processes for 

the purpose of realising meaningful and educationally worthwhile outcomes (Anderson, Rourke, 

Garrison, & Archer, 2001; D. R. Garrison et al., 2001). Anderson, et al. (2001) suggested that it 

was through active teacher intervention that computer conferencing became a useful 

instructional and learning resource. Garrison and Anderson (2003) argued that teaching 

presence brought the elements of a community of inquiry in computer conferencing together in 

a balanced and functional relationship congruent with the intended outcomes, and the needs 

and capabilities of the learners (p.29).  

 

The CoI model identifies three key roles of teaching presence in computer conferencing with 

associated indicators: design and organisation, facilitating discourse, and direct instruction 

(Anderson et al., 2001; D. R. Garrison & Anderson, 2003). Design and organisation describes 

デW;IｴWヴゲげ managerial roles (Coppola, Hiltz, & Rotter, 2002) such as setting curriculum, designing 

methods, and establishing time parameters. Facilitating discourse is extremely critical to foster 

and guide learner-centred approaches in online learning (Berge, 2008; Salmon, 2000; Smith, 

2005), including indicators such as seeking to reach consensus/understanding, encouraging 

student contributions, and prompting discussion. Direct instruction reflects the デW;IｴWヴゲげ 

function as content facilitators (Goodyear, Salmon, Spector, Steeples, & Tickner, 2001), 

including summarising the discussion, confirming understanding through assessment and 

explanatory feedback, and injecting knowledge from diverse sources.  

 

These three roles have proved to be a valid reflection of the constituent elements of teaching 

presence in computer conferencing (Anderson et al., 2001; Arbaugh & Hwang, 2006; P. Shea, 

Sau Li, & Pickett, 2006). Studies using these roles in student surveys have substantiated that the 

level of teaching presence significantly affects (a) ﾗﾐﾉｷﾐW ﾉW;ヴﾐWヴゲげ perceived learning and 

learning satisfaction, (b) online learning approaches, and (c) possibly interaction quality.  

 

Teaching presence affects perceived learning. Using the three categories of teaching presence 

in Anderson, et al. (2001), Shea, Sau Li and Pickett (2006) observed from 1,067 questionnaire 
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responses that students who reported more effective instruction design, organisation, 

facilitation and instruction also reported higher levels of perceived learning and sense of 

community. Akyol and Garrison (2008) noted through a survey that students who perceived 

higher levels of teaching presence also perceived higher levels of perceived learning, 

satisfaction and cognitive presence. Shea and Bidjerano (2009) and Garrison et al. (2010) found 

that students who saw their instructors taking an active role in focusing online discussions also 

reported higher cognitive presence.  

 

Teaching presence affects learning approaches. Garrison and Cleveland-Innes (2005) found that 

students with little or no instructor involvement showed either no shift or a drop in deep 

approaches to learning; by contrast, students with a high level of instructor engagement 

showed a significant shift to deep approaches to learning.  

 

Teaching presence possibly affects the quality of online interaction. Angeli, Valandies and Bonk 

(2003) claimed the low level of teacher involvement in the online conferencing possibly made 

students primarily share personal experiences and made peer responses be too subjective at 

times. In a similar vein, Pawan et al. (2003) postulated that low instructor participation and the 

absence of overt instructor facilitation might lead to one-way interaction, low levels of 

cognitive phase, and a large number of off-task posts in three online forums. 

 

However, none of the previous studies examined teaching presence via detailed analysis of 

computer conferencing transcripts. Mazzolini and Maddison (2003, 2007) analysed over 40,000 

postings in nearly 400 discussion forums. They found that the percentage of instructor postings 

and instructor initiated threads significantly and negatively related to the length of discussion 

threads and the student posting rate. They further examined the timing of instructor postings 

(during or at the end of forums) and the forms of instructor postings (ie. questions and 

answers), but how the two characteristics of instructor postings impacted the length of threads 

and the student posting rate was not investigated.  
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The current study   

Although in a much smaller scale than Mazzolini and Maddison (2003, 2007), the smaller 

number of postings allowed the exploration of multiple perspectives of teaching presence and 

contributed to research evidence in at least three ways. One, this study analysed conference 

transcripts to reflect how teaching presence actually occurred in online forums in terms of the 

number, the timing, the forms and the role of instructor postings. Two, this study examined the 

impact of teaching presence on the process and the quality of interaction in addition to student 

participation, to substantiate and expand the claims made in survey-based studies and 

Mazzolini and Maddison (2003, 2007). Three, this study examined knowledge construction 

through assimilating online messages. Insufficient research has been done to examine this 

aspect based on detailed analysis of discussion protocols, despite assimilating online postings 

being a core element of knowledge construction in computer conferencing.  

 

Four following research questions were posed of the two investigated forums:  

(1) How did the level and nature of teaching presence differ between the forums? 

(2) How did teaching presence affect participation and interaction in the forums? 

(3) How did teaching presence affect cognitive presence in the forums? 

(4) How did teaching presence affect knowledge construction via assimilating messages in 

the forums?  

 

Research context  

Twenty female and six male students studying an undergraduate course at a university in 

Sweden participated in the study. The group included seven international students and 17 part-

time students from various professional backgrounds. All were bilingual Swedish/English 

speakers.  

The fully-internet based course focused on how linguistics could be applied in legal contexts. 

The study reported here was based on the first two tasks of the course that required 

asynchronous peer interaction in online forums (either in English or Swedish). No guidance was 
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given to students as for how to participate in online forums to give students more autonomy, 

although the students were encouraged to participate in the online forums prior to the course 

starting. The two tasks possessed the same exploratory nature, aiming at develoヮｷﾐｪ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲげ 

understanding of two textbook chapters. Each forum lasted for three weeks. The possible 

impact of the sequence of the two forums on instructor and student behaviours was borne in 

mind and discussed in the discussion section.  

Methodology 

Teaching presence and its impact on online learning discourse was examined via detailed 

analysis of conferencing transcripts from the two forums. Each message was assigned a number 

corresponding to its chronological sequence in each forum. The two authors of the paper 

performed the data analysis separately. Their coding results were then compared and a full 

agreement was reached thanks to the clarity and mutual exclusiveness of coding categories.    

 

Coding process of teaching presence  

Teaching presence was investigated with reference to AﾐSWヴゲﾗﾐ Wデ ;ﾉくげs (2001) three categories 

considering their wide application and established validity. Following Anderson, et al., a 

message was chosen as the unit of analysis and multiple codes were allowed for a single 

message (ie. one message could contain more than one category). Their three categories 

seemed to accurately capture the functions of teaching presence in the current study.  

 

The level of teaching presence was measured in terms of the number of instructor messages. 

The means of enacting teaching presence (ie. questions or statements) and whether instructor 

messages were followed up by students in their online postings were also examined. The 

impact of teaching presence on learning discourse in the two forums was investigated in terms 

of the process (participation and interaction) and the quality (ie. cognitive presence and 

knowledge development via assimilating postings) of interaction.  

Coding process of participation and interaction 

Participation and interaction was analysed from quantitative and qualitative perspectives. From 
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a quantitative perspective, participation and interaction was examined in terms of the number 

of student participants, student messages, peer responses, messages receiving multiple peer 

responses, and messages receiving no response (ie. independent statement). The analysis 

flowchart of turn-taking behaviours developed in an earlier study (the authors, 2013) was used 

to graphically depict interactional patterns via Microsoft Office Visio 2007, by following three 

steps:  

Step 1: Who posted the message: Student messages were illustrated by circles and rectangles 

were used for instructor messages; different colours were used for different message 

contributors.  

Step 2: Whether a message was followed by a response: Responses were connected to 

messages with arrows. Messages receiving multiple peer responses were highlighted with a 

bold border. Messages receiving no responses (eg. messages W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ ヮﾗゲデWヴゲげ ヮヴW┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ 

message) were placed in a box labelled as independent statements. 

Step 3: Who made the response: Peer responses were placed in circles and teacher responses 

were placed in rectangles. A response from the message contributor herself/himself was 

excluded from the number of responses as self response did not reflect interactivity of forum 

discussion.  

Coding process of cognitive presence  

TｴW ケ┌;ﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa ｷﾐデWヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ ┘;ゲ ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴWS H┞ ;ヮヮﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ G;ヴヴｷゲﾗﾐ Wデ ;ﾉくげゲ ふヲヰヰヱぶ aﾗ┌ヴ ヮｴ;ゲWゲ ﾗa 

cognitive presence but modified as a result of our initial coding to accurately reflect the feature 

of discussion regarding the specific subject under research in this study (ie. forensic linguistics). 

In this study, triggering events messages identified or raised new or expanded issues based on 

the assigned task or ongoing discussions. Exploration phase messages embodied student 

brainstorming and summarising reading materials. Integration phase messages showed the use 

of external resources and personal experiences to justify information/opinions. The exploration 

and integration phases were differentiated by whether ideas were justified or otherwise. The 

resolution phase was characterised by applying linguistics knowledge to authentic legal cases.  
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Coding process of knowledge construction via assimilating peer postings 

Construction of subject knowledge through assimilating postings reflected the occurrence of 

learning after students engaged in responding to peer messages in online forums. It was judged 

by two criteria: (a) messages containing viewpoints of the previous message(s) (eg. agreement), 

supported by justification for opinions; and/or (b) messages summarising the previous 

message(s), followed by viewpoints built on the summary. Disagreements between the authors 

were discussed until a consensus was achieved. It is worthy of noting that learners might learn 

from peer postings but did not post in words the justification to avoid peer criticism and probe 

peer postings. The current study therefore only examined uptake of peer postings that was 

discernible in discussion transcripts.  

Results  

A much higher level of teaching presence was observed in Forum 1. There, the instructors 

posted ten messages: the first message and nine further messages containing responses to 

student messages. In Forum 2, they only posted two messages in order to give more autonomy 

to students after they had three week experience of forum discussion in Forum 1.  

 

All but one of the teacher messages in Forums 1 and 2 provided direct instruction, yet in 

different ways. In Forum 1, Message 1 (see Figure 1) presented a directing question to the 

group, Messages 11 and 27 injected knowledge via external resources, and seven further 

messages confirmWS ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲげ understanding of content through assessment and explanatory 

feedback with one of them also facilitating discourse by inviting learners to respond to a 

student message (Message 23). In Forum 2, instructor messages diagnosed misconceptions in 

two students' messages.  

The impact of teaching presence on participation and interaction   

Table 1 shows that Forum 2 contains a larger number of student messages, peer responses, and 

messages with multiple peer responses than Forum 1 which contains fewer independent 

statements. This result suggests that teaching presence might discourage student participation 

and peer interaction, but reduce isolated statements. 
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Table 1: Participation and interaction in Forums 1 and 2 

 Forum 1 Forum 2 

Student participant 16 16 

Student message 33 36 

Peer response 23 39 

Messages with multiple peer response 1 4 

Independent statement 2 4 

 

The effects of teaching presence on interaction were further examined in terms of interactional 

patterns. Figure 1 shows instructor-centred interaction in Forum 1, consisting of three message 

threads. Thread 1 was initiated by an instructor and was much bigger in size than student 

initiated Threads 2 and 3. In Thread 1, the majority of student messages were directed towards 

the initial instructor message.  
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Figure 1: Interaction map of Forum 1 

Figure 1 also reveals peer referencing, shown by arrows linking messages in different colours. 

This was made visually clearer by removing the first instructor-initiated message (Figure 2).   
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Figure 2: Interaction map of Forum 1 without the first teacher-initiated message 

Figure 2 shows that peer interaction was mainly created by Message 18 which reacted to four 

peer messages and received one peer response, and Message 40 which responded to six peer 

messages. Figure 2 also substantiates how teaching presence reduced isolated statements: The 

removal of the first teacher-initiating message increased the number of independent 

statements from two to five and the number of discussion threads from three to four as it 

made Messages 21, 33 and 43 independent statements and Thread 4 an additional isolated 

cluster.  

Figures 1 and 2 reveal that teaching presence in Forum 1 made the online discussions teacher-

centred and peer interaction unevenly distributed, but with fewer independent statements and 

scattered threads.  
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Figure 3: Interaction map of Forum 2 

Figure 3 shows that Forum 2 consists of two message threads, both initiated by students. Apart 

from the thread that was triggered by the discussion topic assigned by instructors (Thread 1), 

the students raised a topic expanded upon the instructor assigned one (Thread 2). Thread 2 

involved five fewer students than Thread 1 and this group of students were unable to 

synthesise the new information from Thread 2 into the Thread 1 discussion (thus resulting in 

two scattered threads). Compared with Forum 1 wherein 14 students participated in Thread 1, 

two in Thread 2 and three in Thread 3, the difference in the size between threads in Forum 2 

was much smaller. This might suggest that student initiation made teacher assigned and 

student triggered topics more equally valued by students, despite of a similar nature of the two 

tasks attached to Forums 1 and 2.  

Figure 3 also reveals a high frequency of peer referencing indicated by the density of linkages 

between messages in different colours. Referencing was evenly distributed among messages. 

The synergistic pattern of interaction in Forum 2 suggests that less teaching presence and more 
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student initiation might encourage peer responses and promote online peer interaction and 

collaboration.  

The impact of teaching presence on cognitive presence  

Table 2 shows that in student-initiated Forum 2, students raised seven new or expanded 

discussion topics (i.e. triggering events). By contrast, the high level of teaching presence in 

Forum 1 seemed to constrain student discussions within the instructor-initiated topic as only 

two triggering events were raised. Fahy (2001) viewed new and expanded discussion topics as a 

sign of sequential progression which provided extension or depth to the topic under discussion, 

corroborated by the results of cognitive phases. Despite the similar exploratory nature of the 

two tasks, the higher-order phases accounted for 71% of student moves in Forum 2 in contrast 

to 29% in Forum 1. The differences in cognitive phases in the two forums might be 

compounded by the sequence of the two forums (ie. the first forum initiated the forum 

discussion in the course and the second forum was three weeks after the first one) which might 

impact instructor and student behaviours.  

 

The results might suggest that a low level teaching presence encouraged students in this study 

to monitor and manage their own learning that promoted self-directed higher order thinking. 

One possible explanation for the different cognitive phases in Forum 1-2 in relation to teaching 

presence is the first teacher message in Forum 1 where they posed Oﾉゲゲﾗﾐげゲ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ ｷゲ ﾗﾆが H┌デ I 

wonder if he has too broad a definition of Forensic Linguistics. I wonder if he makes too much of 

a case for its relevance? What do you think?. The message seemed to set up the nature of 

subsequent student messages in Forum 1 and consequently, the level of cognitive presence of 

student postings. Subsequent student postings were of a similar structure: Students questioned 

whether the definition was too broad and involved too much to be relevant, followed this by 

quoting the book chapter, and finally explained why a broad concept of forensic linguistics was 

good. Hence, most messages in Forum 1 were of the type of exploration and integration. This 

supports the claim made in the existing studies that teacher initiation defined the discourse and 

the level of responses from students (Mazzolini & Maddison, 2007; Meyer, 2004). By contrast, 

in Forum 2, the tutors entitled the forum Is there a linguistic fingerprint or is it an illusion and it 
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was a student who posted the initial message. The following student postings argued whether 

there was a linguistic fingerprint or it was an illusion with regard to their personal experience 

and/or literature evidence. Hence, most messages in Forum 2 were of the type of integration 

and resolution.  

Table 2: Cognitive presence in Forums 1 and 2 

 Note: others referred to messages unrelated to the tasks. The majority of the postings that fell into the 

category of others in Forum 1 were either about their expectation of the course outcomes or their topic 

of the first assignment.  

 

The impact of teaching presence on knowledge construction via assimilating postings  

A descriptive analysis showed that Forum 2 contains more cases of knowledge development via 

assimilating peer postings (n = 36, SD = .99) than Forum 1 (n = 14, SD = .66). A Mann-Whitney U 

test revealed that the difference was significant (U = 383.5, P < .05), suggesting that a lower 

level of teaching presence might be more conducive for knowledge construction via 

assimilating peer postings.  

 

Summary and discussions  

The current study indicated that a higher level of teacher presence might be associated with a 

lower level of participation, interaction, cognitive presence, and knowledge construction via 

assimilating peer messages. In particular, teacher initiation in Forum 1 seemed to shift ﾉW;ヴﾐWヴゲげ 

 Cognitive phases Total  

Triggering events   Exploration Integration 

 

Resolution 

 

Others  

Forum 1 2 34 21 8 35 100 

Forum 2  7 18 48 36 10 119 
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attention from peer messages to teacher messages, which possibly made students read fewer 

peer postings, and thereby obtained fewer opportunities of developing subject knowledge by 

assimilating peer messages. In contrast, the lower level of teaching presence in Forum 2 

promoted the occurrence of social presence and encouraged students to monitor their own 

online discussions, read and responded to peer postings, exemplified by the larger number of 

triggering events and peer responses in Forum 2 than in Forum 1. Consequently, students in 

Forum 2 achieved a higher level of cognitive presence and knowledge construction via 

assimilating peer messages. The findings substantiated the intertwined relationships among 

cognitive presence, teaching presence and social presence and their interactive influences in 

promoting online learning as suggested in the Community of Inquiry model (Akyol & Garrison, 

2008; D. R. Garrison, 2007).   

 

The findings go against the claims made in earlier survey-based studies which reported a higher 

level of teaching presence in online forums was associated with a higher level of perceived 

learning and learning satisfaction (eg. Akyol & Garrison, 2008; D. R. Garrison et al., 2010; P. 

Shea et al., 2006), deeper learning approaches (D. R. Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005), and 

possibly higher interaction quality (Angeli et al., 2003; D. R. Garrison et al., 2010; Pawan et al., 

2003). On the other hanSが デｴW I┌ヴヴWﾐデ ゲデ┌S┞ ゲ┌Hゲデ;ﾐデｷ;デWS M;┣┣ﾗﾉｷﾐｷ ;ﾐS M;SSｷゲﾗﾐげゲ (2007) 

finding that the more instructors posted messages and initiated threads, the less students 

participated in forum discussions. The current study has further exemplified that the type and 

approaches of teaching presence exert more powerful influence on the interaction quality than 

the level of teaching presence.  

 

To be specific, nearly all instructor responses in Forum 1 provided direct instruction solely. 

However, as Nicol (2013) stipulated, an effective peer review scenario asks for dual roles for the 

teacher: (a) to design peer review scenarios that provoke reflective knowledge construction 

through providing students with opportunities to generate peer feedback and to make use of 

them to revise their work; and (b) to provide feedback comments that support, validate and 

ゲデヴWﾐｪデｴWﾐ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲげ ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ デﾗ ｪWﾐWヴ;デW ┗;ﾉｷS aWWSH;Iﾆく The first role is similar to design and 
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organisation and the second role is similar to facilitating discourse in AﾐSWヴゲﾗﾐが Wデ ;ﾉくげゲ (2001) 

three categories of teaching presence (i.e. design and organisation, direct instruction and 

facilitating discourse). In particular, Anderson et al. suggested that facilitating discourse was the 

most important for maintaining student interest, motivation and engagement in active online 

learning (p.7). In this study, only one instructor message in Forums 1 and 2 enacted this role 

;ﾐS デｴ;デ ﾏWゲゲ;ｪW SヴW┘ ｷﾐ デ┘ﾗ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲげ ヮ;ヴデｷIｷヮ;デｷﾗﾐく H;S ｷﾐゲデヴ┌Iデﾗヴゲ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐSWS デﾗ 

independent statements and explicitly stated the possible linkage between discussion threads 

in Forum 2 as they did in Forum 1, peer collaboration in Forum 2 could have been enhanced 

considering teacher responses in Forum 1 reduced the number of independent statements and 

scattered discussion threads. The results indicated that effective teaching presence required 

online tutor activities to be partly managerial and directive and partly facilitative (Arbaugh & 

Hwang, 2006; D. R. Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005; P. J. Shea, Pickett, & Pelz, 2003).  

 

Additionally, the forms of enacting teacher responses also affected whether teacher responses 

were reacted to by students, and consequently, the effectiveness of teaching presence for 

learning in computer conferences. Questions appeared to be more effective than statements to 

trigger student reactions to teacher presence on the ground that teacher responses absent of 

student follow-ups were statements (six of the nine teacher responses in Forum 1) whereas 

teacher responses with student follow-ups were open-ended questions (three teacher 

responses in Forum 1 and the two teacher responses in Forum 2). A further analysis of cognitive 

presence of the student follow-ups showed that these follow-ups pushed cognitive phases from 

exploration to integration and resolution. In this sense, instructors as well as students should be 

reminded that in many cases the posing of probing questions can be more effective than 

expressing disagreements in furthering discussion and also in some settings will be much more 

culturally acceptable. 

 

Implications  

The current study has provided implications for online instructors.  
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One, the result that a higher level of teaching presence was associated with a lower level of 

online learning does not indicate that teaching presence is not important for online learning. 

The results indicate that effective teaching presence must be multifaceted to serve all the three 

key roles outlined by Anderson, et al. (2001) as the limited role of teaching presence in Forum 1 

did not exert much impact on the learning discourse as it was expected. In addition, the 

comparison between the two consecutive forums is developmental and the result may also 

suggest that instructors should gradually reduce their presence with students gaining more 

experience in online forum discussions, echoing “;ﾉﾏﾗﾐげゲ aｷ┗W ゲデ;ｪW ﾏﾗSWﾉ which suggests that 

e-moderators are expected to be less active roles at a late learning stage when students 

develop their self-control and ability to learn independently (Salmon, 2011). This echoes in this 

study as in Forum 1 which was the first online forum for the participating students, instructor 

initiation and postings helped to set up example postings and responses; after three weeks of 

Forum 1, students became familiar with online discussions, the instructors decided to give more 

autonomy to students and さguide on the side (King, 1993: 30)ざ in Forum 2 wherein the 

instructors let students initiate the forum discussion and reduced responses to student 

messages. This seemed to encourage student participation, interaction and learning in that 

students posted more messages, made more responses to peer postings, and achieved a higher 

level of knowledge construction by reading and responding to peer postings than the students 

in Forum 1.  

 

Two, different means of performing teaching presence bring about different effective levels of 

teaching presence: questions work better than statements to ゲデｷﾏ┌ﾉ;デW ﾉW;ヴﾐWヴゲげ response to 

teaching presence. This is supported by the Socratic approach that was discussed in Massolini 

and Maddison (2007) which believed that student knowledge and preconceptions could be 

developed through asking and answering of questions in asynchronous discussions. In this 

sense, instructors shall pose questions to stimulate further discussions on an ongoing topic via 

probing questions which in effect implicitly expresses disagreement and challenge with what is 

already threaded or start off new discussion topics via initiating questions which are often aired 
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by instructors or even by students later. The two distinct questions are both useful but in 

different ways.  

 

Three, this study substantiates that instructor initiation of discussion threads not only 

discourages peer interaction but also largely affects learner knowledge construction. The 

results show that instructorsげ aｷヴゲデ ヮﾗゲデｷﾐｪゲ ｷﾐ ﾗﾐﾉｷﾐW aﾗヴ┌ﾏゲ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS not set up an example 

response to a learning task for learners; instead, initial postings should designate a good 

question topic that does not set up discussion agenda but leaves space for peer discussions, as 

exemplified by the topic set up in Forum 2.  

 

To sum up, the study shows that effective teaching presence asks for multifaceted functions in 

multiple forms and effective teaching presence needs to be graduated to estimate a minimum 

level of guidance (eg. to avoid setting up example responses) and be contingent to offer 

intervention only when it is needed and dismantles it as soon as learners show signs of self-

control and ability to learn independently. Future studies should try and replicate these findings 

with a larger cohort of students and a larger set of computer conferencing data to minimise the 

possible impact of student backgrounds and the sequence of forums on the findings. For 

instance, the dominant female participants in the study might skew the finding as females are 

believed to be better at online discussion than males as females are generally thought to be 

more social and collaborative (D. R. Garrison et al., 2010; Guiller & Durndell, 2007; Herring, 

2000; King, 2000; Thelwall, Wilkinson, & Uppal, 2010). The development of the student 

experience in learning to work maturely with discussion boards in the two consecutive forums 

might also affect the results of the study.  

Three implications are offered to online learning researchers, namely: triangulating survey- and 

discourse-based methods, adopting multiple perspectives, and collecting learning outcomes.   

 

One, survey-based design may help to reveal that teaching presence, cognitive presences and 

social presence are three interdependent elements that together engender online learning. 

However, this study demonstrates that discourse-based findings convey information about how 
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the three key elements work together in a way that influences online learning. The discrepant 

findings in the survey-based and discourse-based design reinforce the necessity of triangulating 

the two types of studies.  

 

Two, multiple perspectives at multiple discourse levels reveal different information and thereby 

should be adopted in order to gain a full picture of teaching presence. For instance, examining 

the means of performing teaching presence and whether teaching presence is responded 

reveals important information about how to better provide teaching presence.  

 

Three, the examination of knowledge construction via assimilating online messages provides 

another essential aspect to measure the effects of teaching presence on online learning in 

partｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ｷﾐ デWヴﾏゲ ﾗa デｴW ｷﾏヮ;Iデ ﾗa デW;Iｴｷﾐｪ ヮヴWゲWﾐIW ﾗﾐ ﾉW;ヴﾐWヴゲげ ┘ｷﾉﾉｷﾐｪﾐWゲゲ デﾗ ヴW;Sが ヴWゲヮﾗﾐS 

then learn from peer postings. In addition, collection of the data of learning outcomes (eg. 

assignments based on discussions) and the impact of online discussion activities on that (eg. 

integration of peer suggestions in assignments) will reveal further information on the 

facilitative role of forum discussion in knowledge construction. Further studies could focus on 

this aspect.  

Conclusions 

The current study investigated teaching presence on learning in two consecutive online forums. 

Teaching presence in the first forum was at a much higher level than that in the second forum. 

The nature of teaching presence in this study led to a higher level of teaching presence 

associated with teacher-centred online interaction and a lower level of student participation, 

peer interaction and knowledge construction, whereas a lower level of teaching presence 

encouraged peer collaboration, stimulated student self-directed learning, and led to a higher 

level of cognitive phases and knowledge construction. We conclude that the nature of teaching 

presence and the way of enacting teaching presence is more contributory than the level of 

teaching presence to the effectiveness of teaching presence on learning in computer 

conferences.  
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The current study has contributed to developing the CoI model in several ways. First, the nature 

of teaching presence overrules the level of teaching presence in affecting online learning. 

Second, multifaceted teaching presence is required to achieve the potential of computer 

conferencing in encouraging collaborative learning. Third, the means of providing teaching 

presence should be another level of analysis of teaching presence. Fourth, student self 

regulation [i.e. the degree to which students are metacognitively, motivationally, and 

behaviourally active participants in their own learning process (Zimmerman, 2008)] should be 

considered in addition to cognitive presence, teaching presence, and social presence in 

examining learning community in computer conferencing because the facilitative role of 

teaching presence needs the involvement of and support from students. Further studies should 

focus on these aspects of teaching presence.  
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